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MOMENT METHODS AND FORMAL POWER SERIES 
By Werner BALSER 
ABSTRACT. - We study moment methods of summation and investigate their properties, especially with regard to 
summation of (formal) power series. In particular, we obtain a generalization of Ecalle’s multisummability method, 
which has attracted much attention lately. 
0. Introduction 
Roughly speaking, a moment method of summation is defined as follows: Given 
a kernel K(t) $ 0, which we assume for the moment non-negative, with moments 
m(n) = Jam t” K(t) dt, then a (possibly divergent) series C a, is summed to the value 
Jo” K(t) C a, P/m(n) dt (p rovided this expression gives sense). For K(t) = exp( -t) 
this is the well known Bore1 summability method (B’). General moment methods have been 
studied, e.g., by Hardy and Good, and a new interest in them has arisen lately in the context 
of summation of formal solutions to differential equations by Ecalle’s multisummability. 
_\ This article is devoted to an investigation of summability of formal power series 
f(z) = C fiL P by means of moment methods, and the definition of these methods is 
adapted so that one can show some of the good properties of multisummability in more 
general cases: For some fixed z # 0, consider the series g(d) = C fn (xt)“/m(n); 
traditionally, this series is required to converge for every t, while we make do with a finite 
radius of convergence plus analytic continuation in t along the positive real axis. This 
may sound as a trivial generalization, but is very natural when dealing with applications 
to differential equations, because here one usually has estimates on fn ensuring a positive, 
but generally finite, radius of convergence, while the differential equation itself guarantees 
analyticity of g along the positive real axis. For the sum f(z) = Jam K(t) g(zt) dt it 
would be sufficient to require (absolute) convergence of the integral, or locally uniform 
convergence (in Z) on some open subset of the complex domain to ensure analyticity of 
.f( z). However, it is more natural to restrict ourselves to cases where one has an estimate on 
g(A), as t -+ m, which guarantees (locally uniform) convergence in some sectorial region. 
As kernels K(t) (in Section 1) we allow functions which change sign, but we require 
that j~~(r~)jr/~’ -+ cc as n -+ CO. We do so, since other methods cannot handle the typical 
examples arising in the theory of differential equations, which have rapidly growing 
coefficients. In Section 2 we then discuss power series regularity of moment methods, and 
in the next section we generalize some of the notation commonly used in the theory of 
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multisummability. Section 4 then contains some elementary, however important, properties 
of moment methods. In the next section we show that the function j(z) obtained by 
summing a formal power series f(z) has the latter as its asymptotic expansion; here is 
where we very much depend upon our definition of moment summability in contrast to 
the one used by Hardy and Good. In Section 5 we then derive necessary and sufficient 
conditions for one moment method to be stronger than another one, and we apply this to 
several examples. In a final section we then discuss iteration of moment methods. This 
idea can already be found with Good and is the key to multisummability. 
In this paper we do not address the question whether a given moment method sums 
the product of any two summable formal power series. The author does not know of any 
(simple) characterization of moment methods having this property; to find such a condition 
should be worth an investigation of its own. 
1. Definitions and examples 
A complex-valued function K(t), defined at least on the positive real axis, will be 
called a kerneE (for the moment method which we will define below), if the following 
conditions hold: 
Kl) The integral 
0.1) 
/ 
cc 
m(s) = m(s, K) := t” K(f) dt 
. 0 
converges absolutely for every (complex) .T in a halfplane of the form 
(1.2) Re s > so E [-co,oc). 
K2) The values m(n), for sufficiently large natural n, are different from zero, and so that 
Obviously, m(s- 1) is the (classical) M&n Transform of K(t). Moreover, the integral (1.1) 
converges uniformly in strips so + E 5 Re s < s 1, E > 0, hence m(s) is analytic in (1.2). 
We shall frequently refer to m(s) as the moment function corresponding to the kernel K(t). 
For 
cx) (1.4) M(s) = M(s,K) := J t” tIc( dt 0 
we define for sufficiently large integer Y 
(1.5) e,(x) = ev(5, K) := 2 ICn--Y. u M(n) 
From (1.3) we conclude that e, is an entire function of z, which we call the v-th order 
function corresponding to K( t ) 
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Given a kernel K(t) and a real number d, we say that a formal power series: 
f(z) = 2 fn zn, 
n=O 
can be summed in direction d by the moment method generated by K(t), or for short: is 
K-summable in direction d, iff the following two conditions hold for some integer v (so 
large that n~( n) # 0 for 7~ 2 v): 
Sl) The series 
(1.6) g&) := c fn s 
n=v 
has radius of convergence R > 0, hence the sum g(?h) is analytic in the disc D(R) 
about the origin. 
S2) There exists an ck > 0, so that g,,(u) can be analytically continued into the sector 
S(d,a) = {u : Id - argul < n/2} 
and for every ,8 < Q there exist constants c = c(p), co = co(p) so that 
(1.7) Id~)l 5 CO e,(cl4) in S(d,P). 
Remark. - If these conditions hold for some V, then they also hold for every larger value 
of V, and the parameters R, Q and c are independent ofv, while co will, in general, change 
with V. To see this, the following argument suffices: Clearly, 11 g,,+l (?h) = St,(u) -iv/m(v), 
and for /j as above, 
bgv+l(~)l I CO 4+l) + Ifv/m(v)l 
= c0+I ev+l(+I) + co/M(v) + lfv/m(u)l. 
This shows gV+l(u) = o(e,+l(clul) as ‘u + cc in S(d,/3). Similarly, Sl, S2 also hold 
for u - 1 in place of 11, provided m(v - 1) # 0. 
Because of 
t” IK(t)le,(clzlt) dt = co ~(cjzI)~-“. 
v 
the integral 
(1.8) 
V-l 
O3 f(z) = (&d f^) (2) := c fn zn + 2’ t” K(t)g,(zt) dt 
n=O .I 0 
defines a function f(z) which is independent of the choice of v and analytic for z in 
the sectorial region 
G = G(d) = u [S(d, Q) n D(l/Q))]. 
o<p<a 
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We call f the sum off in direction d with respect to the moment method generated by the 
kernel K(t), or for short: the K-sum oj’ f in direction d. 
It is obvious from the definition that f^(z) is K-summable in direction $, iff it is so in 
direction d + 2~, hence we will identify directions modulo 27r. Moreover, K-summability 
of p(z) in direction do implies existence of an open interval I, with $” E I, so that 
f^(z) is K-summable in all directions d E I, and we then say that f(z) is K-summable 
in the interval I. 
Examples. 
El) For K(t) = exp(-t), we have m(s) = A&(s) = I’(s + l), Q(X) = e”, and the 
other e, (CC) accordingly. 
E2) Let an arbitrary kernel K(t) with corresponding moment function m(s) be given. For 
complex X and positive real !G, define 
(1.9) K(t; k, A) := k t’+“-’ K(t”); 
then K(t; Ic, A) again is a kernel, and the corresponding moment function equals 
m((s + X)/k). The relation between the corresponding order functions is more involved. 
E3) For X = 0 and K(t) = exp( -t), the kernels in E2 equal 
K(t: k,O) = k t”-’ exp(-t”). 
and the corresponding order functions are of exponential order k and finite type. So one 
can see that the corresponding moment method coincides with Ramis’ Ic-summability (see 
Pal, or Pal). 
E4) For arbitrary K(t), define 
(1.10) Kc-‘)(t) := 
I 
O3 K(z) &IT, 
t 
(the superscript indicating that Kc-l)(t) is an antiderivative for K(t)). Interchanging order 
of integration in &a tS .Lm K(z) dz dt, we find for the corresponding moment function 
“(W(S) = ““,i”+i” 
ES) Suppose that two kernels Kl(t)! Kz(t) with corresponding moment functions 
ml(s), m2 (s) are given, and define the convolution K1 * K2 by: 
(1.11) ‘CC (K, * K2)(t) := 
I 
Kl(z)K2(t/:c) % 
. 0 z 
(check absolute convergence of the integral for, at least, almost all t > 0). Interchanging 
order of integration in sOOo t” sow K1 (z) K2 (t/z) x -ldz dt, one can check that the product 
ml(s) m2 (s) is the moment function corresponding to K1 * K2. This corresponds to the 
well known convolution theorem for RiIellin Transformation. 
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E6) For u! > 1, consider the entire function: 
with a path of integration y as in Hankel’s formula (see, e.g., [Ba]). Then K(t) = Ccy(t) 
is a kernel with corresponding moment function 
m(s) = r(1 + s)/r(l + s/C+ 
This is the kernel in Ecalle’s (elementary) acceleration operator. 
2. Regularity of moment methods 
A kernel K(t) will be called power series regular, or for short: p-regular, iff for 
every power series f(z) = CT fn xVL with radius of convergence R > 0, the moment 
method generated by K(t) sums f on the disc D(R) of radius R (about the origin) to 
its correct value. More precisely, this means that Sl, S2 hold for every direction d and 
with c(,I!?) G R-l. Note that nothing is said about convergence versus summability for 
boundary points of D(R), hence p-regularity is different from regularity of summability 
methods. W. Luh [Lu] has introduced and investigated the notion of y-regularity for matrix 
summability methods. 
THEOREM 1. - A kernel K(t) is p-regular ifs: 
(2.1) 
Proof. - a) Let K(t) be p-regular. For fn = m(n)/lm(n)I, rl > V, the power series 
i(z) = CT fiLZn has radius of convergence equal to one, hence by assumption is 
K-summable on D(1). From Kl, K2 we conclude that 
is an entire function, and K-summability of f^ as above for real 2 E (0,l) implies 
finiteness of the integral 
.I” fqIqt)J .9&t) dt = 0 irn pqt)I g g-$ A. 
Interchanging summation and integration shows that the series Cr 9 M(~L)/lm(7~,)) has 
radius of convergence at least one, hence 
limsup ,(,)l”’ < 1 
,L-m Irn(n)ll/rL - ’ 
Using lrn(n)l 2 M(n), we obtain (2.1). 
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b) Let (2.1) hold for some kernel K(t). If f*(z) = CT f7, Z” has radius of convergence 
R > 0, then for every T E (0, n) there exists c = c(r) > 0 so that Ifn 1 < (: ,Y-“. So 
for every E > 0 and sufficiently large c,. This implies that f^ is K-summable on D(r), for 
every r < R, hence on D(R), to its correct value. cl 
Remark 1. - Clearly we have (2.1) for every non-negative kernel K(t). Thus for k: > 0 
and real A, the kernels K(t; k7 X) = k: tX+“-’ cxp(-P) all are p-regular. In fact Stirling’s 
formula shows that they are so even for complex X. Moreover, if K(t), K,(t), K2(t) are 
p-regular, then so are the kernels given by (1. lo), (1.1 I), while this conclusion might 
fail for (1.9). 
Remark 2. - For applications it may not be so important that a summation method 
sums convergent series in their full disc of convergence. So we introduce the following 
terminology: A kernel K(t) is said to be weakly p-regular, iff for every power series 
f(z) = Cr fn xn with radius of convergence R, the moment method generated by K(t) 
sums f(z) on some disc D(A), 0 < fi 5 R, to its correct value. One can easily check, 
using the same arguments as in the proof of Theorem 1, that K(t) is weakly p-regular iff 
(2.2) lim sup 
M(n)l/“. 
n-+m Im(n)lll” < O”. 
As an example of a weakly p-regular kernel (which is not p-regular), take K(t) = exp( -at) 
with (Y = Rea > 0, Imn # 0; then m,(s) = c~-“I’(l + s), &f(s) = a-“X’(l + s), hence 
The relevance of weakly p-regular kernels may be seen from the following: 
Remark 3. - Suppose that K(t) is analytic and asymptotically zero (as t -+ w)) 
in S(O> y), y > 0, and grows at most like a negative power of t as t --f 0. Then 
for a = exp(i#), 141 < r/2, the functions K,(t) = K(nt) all are kernels with 
7n, (s) = a-“-l m(s). If in addition 
for sufficiently large C, K which may depend upon ~1, then f^(z) E C{Z}K~~ iff 
f(z) E ~mLd-9~ and (SK,,~+ f*) (z) is the analytic continuation of (SK,d f) (z). 
All of the above assumptions obviously hold for K(t) = kt”-’ exp(t”) (with y = ~/lc), 
and also for K(t) as in E6 (with y = ~(1 - l/ru)), as can be found in [Ba], and in all 
these cases K,(t) is weakly y-regular, but p-regular only for a = 1. 
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3. Some notation 
Throughout the following, let K(t) be a fixed, but arbitrary kernel. In analogy with 
the terminology in [GOT], we say that K(t) is applicable to a formal power series 
f(z) = c: fn zn, iff condition Sl of Section 1 holds, i.e. iff 
(3.1) Ifnpn = O(lm(n)l”“), 71 -+ cm. 
The set of all formal power series to which K(t) is applicable shall be denoted by 
C[[X]]~~(~). For K(t) = exp(-t”), k > 0, this set equals the Gevrey class C[[z]]l,k, and 
for this reason we refer to C[[Z]]~~~, as the Gevrey class corresponding to K(t). For the set 
of all formal power series f(z) which are K-summable in direction d, we write C{ z)K,~, 
Given two kernels Kl(t), K2(t), we say that K,(t) is weaker than K?(t) in direction d, 
or: KS(t) is stronger than K1 (t) in direction d, iff 
If this holds for every d, then we briefly say that Kl(t) is weaker than Kz(t). If 
Kl(t) is both weaker and stronger than K,(t) (in direction d), then we say that they 
are equivalent (in direction d). We call K,(t) and K2(t) consistent in direction d, 
iff f(z) E ~{2}~~,d n C{z}x,,d implies (SKl,d f^) (2) = (SK~,~ f^) (z) (for z with 
argz = d, Iz( sufficiently small). Again, we say that kernels are consistent iff they are so 
for every d. If kernels both are equivalent and consistent (in direction d), we briefly say 
that they are strictly equivalent (in direction d). 
For f(z) = Cr I’(1 + n) zTL and 
K(t) = K&a) = exp(-nt), a = exp(icp), 0 < 1~91 < T/Z, 
(hence m(s) = a-‘-’ I’(1 + s)), we find that f” is K-summable in direction d = 0, and 
(sK,df)(z)= n/-exP(-ol)&> w!?z = 0. 
0 
The Residue Theorem shows that we get different sums for cp < 0 resp. cp > 0, so K(t, a) 
and K(t, 6) are not consistent. 
We say that a kernel K(t) is strictlynstronger than convergence, (also note Remark 1 
below) iff for every d there exists an j(z) E Cc{ } . z ~,d which has radius of convergence 
equal to zero. All kernels have this property: 
THEOREM 2. - All kernels K(t) are strictly stronger than convergence. 
Proof. - For an arbitrary direction d, let f”(z) = Cr fn zn be so that gV(u) as in 
(1.6) is a rational function whose poles are away from the ray arg u = d. Then f”(z) 
is K-summable in direction d and has radius of convergence equal to zero according 
to (1.3). q 
Remark 1. - The term stronger than convergence is somewhat misleading, as it does not 
imply that the kernel under consideration is p-regular, or weakly p-regular. 
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Kernark 2. - It should be noted that the statement 
does not imply that for a given formal series which is Kr-summable in direction (I;, both 
methods represent the sum (granted that it be the same for both methods) on the same 
.sec.torid region. Hence in principle, a weakly p-regular kernel might be stronger than a 
p-regular one, although we do not know of any such example. 
4. Elementary properties of moment methods 
As above. let K(t) be a fixed kernel, not necessarily p-regular, and let $ be a, likewise 
fixed, direction. 
LEMMA 1. - a) For nnturul p, let K,,(t) = YK(t). Then p(z) = Cfn z” E C{Z}~.~ 
is equivalent to: 
and if either statement holds, then 
b) For natural II,, let K-,,(t) = t-pK(t). Then fr(z) = C & z’” E C{Z}K,~ is equivalent 
to: 
and if either statement holds, then 
Proof. - Follows directly from the de$nitions. 
LEMMA 2. - For Kl(t) as above, f(z) = C fn 2” E C(Z}K,~ implies 
und 
0 
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Proof. - For v sufficiently large, let 
297 
g(u) = Cf 1Ln-V 
v 
n7n(7t) ’ 
then the corresponding order functions cV(z, K) and e,-l(z, Kr) coincide. Because of 
Lll(‘lL) = w’(4 + cd4 = 
1 
-f 297-i Iw-zIz/J 
g(wMw - u) + 4 dw 
(w-u)2 ’ 
(for u E S(d,P) and p = p(u) = a( 1 u , with u = Q3) > 0 sufficiently small), we conclude 
191w I ‘12 e”$i2;” K)(vn(ul + 1741) < (v + 6’) co ev-l(cJuI, K1), 
for sufficiently large co, c, depending upon ,8, Hence f^‘(z) E C{Z}K~,~, and (4.3) follows 
interchanging differentiation and integration. q 
For an arbitrarily given polynomial p(z) = c: pk z Ic, let us consider the differential 
operator 
PM = kPkbk> 
0 
s=,g. 
For a formal power series f*(z) = C,” fn .P, we find through formal differentiation 
P(Qf(4 = 2 “fn p(n) zn. 
n=O 
Using this terminology, we have: 
THEOREM 3. - For K, d and p(S) as above, 
and 
(4.4) P@)(SK,d .f> b> = (SK,,dp(S)f^) @). 
Proof. - The theorem holds trivially if the polynomial p is a constant, and can be proven 
for p(S) = 6, using Lemmas 1 and 2. Hence for general p the proof follows by induction 
with respect to the degree of p. 0 
LEMMA 3. - The kernels K1 as above and Kc-l) as in E4 are strictly equivalent. 
Proof. - Obviously, for fixed v (large enough), the series 
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have the same radius of convergence, and the order functions c,(x) = P,,(:c. K1 ) resp, 
Z,,(x) = e,(:c, Kc-l)) corresponding to Kl and Kc-‘) are related by 
f?l,(x) = x-$ e,(:c) zv+l. 
If j(z) = c fn x7& E C{Z)K~,~, then I.a,(~>l 5 CO e,(cjul) in S(d>/3), for sufficiently 
small /3 > 0. Cauchy’s Integral Formula implies (as in the proof of Lemma 2) 
with suitably large C, La. Conversely, if f^(x) E C{X}~~~~),~, then [&,I 2 COC;v(C(~u/) in 
S(d, 0) implies 
This completes the proof. q 
LEMMA 4. - Let f(z) = C,” frL 9 be an arbitrary formal power series, and dejne 
for natural p: 
I?&) = pP-l K(P), 
if ,LL divides IL, 
otherwise. 
Then f(z) E C{Z}K,~ iff .f(zp) E ~{~)g,L,cil,. 
Proof. - Follows directly from the definitions. 0 
5. Asymptotic expansions 
Let G be a sectorial region (as defined in Section l), and let f(z) be analytic in G. We 
say that f(z) is asymptotically equal to a formal power series p(z) and write 
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iff for every natural number v and every closed subsector 
we find a constant c = C(V, 3) > 0, such that for 
we have: 
We can now easily show: 
THEOREM 4. - Given a kernel K and a direction d, let f(z) E C{z}~,d, and let G(d) 
be as in Section 1. Then 
f(z) = (SK,df)(z) FZ f(z) in G(d). 
More precisely, for ,O and c(p) as in S2, and r: > c(,f?), there exist constants a and b, 
depending upon /3’ and x, such that 
(5.1) Irf(z, v)I 5 a b” M(V) in S(d, /3) II D(x-l). 
Proof - From Lemma 1 we conclude 
and from the definition of K- (resp. KP-) summability in direction d we conclude that 
T,~(.z, N) is bounded on every closed subsector of G(d). To show (5.1), let R, = R(2l,zl)-’ 
with R as in Sl, and estimate for sufficiently large V: 
RT 
?-f(Z; v) = 
/ 
.00 
t”K(t) g&t) dt + 
= ,,h 
J 
t”K(t) g&t) dt 
R; 
(z) + P)(“) 
as follows: 
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For (~1 2 R/2 and v > vO we have 
Hence 
.m 
ld2)(z)l < cg rv” 
/ 
tvIK(t)I e,(clzlt) dt 
. 0 
< a2 (2/R)” M(v). 
Altogether, this implies (5.1). cl 
Remark. - As is common for the case K(t) = ,+I tk--’ exp(t”), we refer to (5.1) by saying 
that f(z) admits a Gevrey type asymptotic expansion. Also note that for weakly p-regular 
kernels we can replace Am in (5.1) by [m(v)1 (with larger constants o, and b). 
As an easy application of Theorem 4 we have the following 
COROLLARY. - Suppose p( .z) E C{ z h,d or every direction d. Then g(z) has positive } - f 
radius of convergence. 
Proof. - By definition of K-summability, we find that f(z) = (SK,$ f^) (.z) is single- 
valued and bounded near the origin, hence has a removable singularity there. From 
Theorem 4 and general results on asymptotic expansions we then conclude that f(z) is the 
power series expansion of f(z), hence has positive radius of convergence. 0 
6. Comparison of moment methods 
Throughout the following, let K(t) and I?(t) be two arbitrarily given kernels with 
corresponding moment functions m(s) resp. *L(s) and order functions e,(z) resp. C,,(X). 
LEMMA 5. - Let do be some fixed direction, and assume that K(t) is stronger than l?(t) 
in direction do. Then the same holds for every direction d. 
ProoJ - This follows, using that f^(z) = C,” fiE 9 E C{.Z}K,~ implies fP(z) = 
C,” fneiniP 9 E C{+Z}~,+~, for every real cp. 0 
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We say that K dominates k, if for sufficiently large integer u, the following two 
conditions hold: 
Dl) The series 
(6.1) CT3 *2(n) n--v kv(71,rn/m) := c -7L 
TEE” m(n) 
has radius of convergence p > 0. 
D2) The function k,(u, k/m) can be analytically continued into the sector S(r ,2n), and 
for every ,L? < 2~ there exist constants c = c(p), co = co(p) so that 
(6.2) (kv(u, fix/m)I 5 CO e,(c(ul) in S(7r, [j). 
LEMMA 6. - The kernel K dominates l? ifffor sujjiciently large v 
(6.3) 
for every d $ 0 mod 2~. 
Proof. - For f” as in (6.3), Sl is equivalent to Dl, and D2 implies S2, for every d as 
above. Conversely, S2 implies (6.2) in S(d, ,0(d)), f or every d $ 0 mod 2n and sufficiently 
small P(d) > 0. Using a compactness argument, we obtain D2. 0 
LEMMA 7. - Assume that K dominates I?. Let f^(z) = cr fn zn be an arbitrary formal 
power series, and assume that 
has radius of convergence fi > 0. Then 
has radius of convergence at least pfi, with p as in Dl, and if&,(u) can be analytically 
continued into a sector S(0, a), for some CIZ > 0, then so can gU(Tl). 
Proof. - Convergence as stated follows directly from Dl. By termwise integration of 
the power series we find 
for fi > T > 0 and IuI < rp. If &,( ) ‘1~ can be analytically continued into a sector S(0, cy), 
for some (Y > 0, then we may use D2 to deform the path of integration in (6.4) to become 
the following simply closed curve. For arbitrary R > 0 and 0 < [j < Q (as in S2), we 
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proceed from ~1~ = 7’ e ‘L’/’ 
/, 
along the circle Iw( E 7’ in the positive sense to ?li(, = 7’ fz -’ ‘IL, 
then along the ray arg’w G -,/3/a to 71!t = Rp -ip/2, further on along the circle 1~11 3 R 
to %IJ~ = Re’P/‘, and back to wg along the ray argul E /j/2. This shows that g,,(~) is 
analytic for u with Iu( < pR. 1 arglL/ < /j/2, and since R can be taken arbitrarily large 
(and j3 close to cu), this shows analyticity in S(0. 01). q 
Let A,(K) denote the vector space of functions $1 which are analytic in G = 
o(n) U S( 0, cu), for some R, o: > 0 which may depend upon g, and so that for every 
f(; 9 gy exist co, c with ly(u)l 5 c() e,,(cj~J) in S(0, a). Note that for arbitrary 
. 7J n z” E q[~llm(,L, and .yy(,~) as in Sl, we have: 
f(x) E q+x * Yv(U> E A,(K). 
We shall say that K strongly dominates k iff, in addition to Dl, D2, for every .r E A,(@ 
the function 
(6.5) 
is in A,(K). 
THEOREM 5. - The kernel K is stronger than I? iff K strongly dominates I?. 
Proof. - Suppose that K is stronger than J?. Then Dl, D2 follow from Lemma 6 and 
the fact that f(z) = Cm(n) z” E C{Z}K,~. Moreover, for arbitrary f^(z) = C frL zn E 
C{Z}~,~ we have that &(u) = Crjn$& E d,(k) implies yu(u) = CrfTtz E 
d,(K). Hence K strongly dominates k. The converse follows immediately from the 
definitions. 0 
The above results may be applied to the following situations: 
COROLLARY 1. - Fork, i > 0, let K(t) = kt”-’ exp(:t”), g(t) = &tkml exp(-t”-‘). 
If k # k, then K is neither stronger nor weaker than K 
Proof. - Since m(s) = I’(1 + s/k), e&(s) = I’(1 + s/i), we find that Dl holds iff i > k, 
and in this case kV(u, C/m) is an entire function of order (Y = (l/k - l/k)-l (and finite 
type). If D2 would hold, then Phragmen-Lindelof’s Theorem would imply k,,(TL, m/m) to 
be of order 5 k, and this is a contradiction. 0 
COROLLARY 2. - Forjxed k > 0 and X E C, the kernels 
K(t; k, A) = k t’+“-’ exp(-f”) 
are all equivalent. 
Proof. - For X # i, abbreviate K(t) = K[t; k,X): R(t) = K(t; k,x) (then 
m(s)-= I?(1 + (s + A)/k), C(s) = I’(1 + (s + A)/k)), and denote ,&(%;rT-~/m,) by 
/l(u, A, A). Stirling’s formula then shows Dl, for p = 1. In case Re(X - A) > 0, the 
Beta Integral implies 
h,(u! ,j> x) = 
I 
al (1 - :z)(X;X)/k-l x(u+x)/k dz 
0 r((x - X)/k) 1 -uU21/k’ 
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showing D2 with the much sharper estimate 
(6.6) h,(u, X, A) = 0(1/u) as 1~ --f 00 in S(7r, P), 
for every /J < 2~. Using 
k h,,(u, x, A) = /L:(u, x, x + k) + (A + k + v) h,(u, x, x + k), 
we see that the same holds true for arbitrary A, x. A direct estimate of (6.5) then shows 
that K strongly dominates j?-. Interchanging X and 1 then completes the proof. cl 
COROLLARY 3. - For kl > k:! > 0 and k so that 
let cy = k~/k~. Then, with Ca(t) as in E6, and a = exp(@), 2kl4 < r, the kernels 
K(t) = akz (at)k2-1C(y((at)k2) and K(t) = ak (at)“-’ exp(-(at)“) are equivalent. 
Proof. - We have m(s) = a-“I’(1 + s/k2)/I’(l + s/kl), *L(S) = a-“I’(1 + s/k), 
hence Dl (with p = Ic ilk k:‘“’ k,l’“‘) follows from Stirling’s formula. Using the Beta 
Integral, we find 
k,(u,fi/m) = ; 
s 
1 
xvlk-l (1 _ rqh v - (zl - 1) u ,llk( 1 - ,p dx . 
0 (1 - ud’” (1 - +/k1)2 
This shows D2, and quite like in the proof of Corollary 2 we conclude that K is stronger 
than k. To obtain the opposite inclusion, use a variant of the Beta Integral to obtain: 
m 
=- c ,un-” 
I’(1 + n/kz)r(-n/k) sin(mz/k) 
” w + +,> 7T 
1 
.I 
dz 
=- 
2Ti 7X 
-v/k-l (1 _ 5.4k, 
1 - uz-V” (1 - x)W~ ’ 
with a path y from 1 around the origin (in the positive sense) and back to 1 (and the 
branch of the powers of z defined appropriately). So we can conclude as above that k is 
stronger than K. cl 
COROLLARY 4. - For kl, kz > 0, let Kj(t) = K (t; ki, 0) (as in Corollary 2), for j = l> 2, 
and let K = K1 * K2. Then K(t) is equivalent to K(t; K, 0), with l/r; = l/k1 + 1/k2. 
Proof. - Follows by the same arguments as in the proof of Corollary 3. q 
Remark. - In Corollaries 2, 3 and 4, one can even obtain strict equivalence of the above 
kernels, but we shall not show this here. 
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7. Iteration of moment methods 
In the definition of K-summability, it is not necessary to require the series (1.6) to have 
positive radius of convergence; instead, it suffices that (1.6) is K-summable in direction 
d, for some (different) kernel K. In detail, this leads to the following generalization of 
moment-summability: 
Given two kernels K and K, we say that f^(z) = C f,, zfL is (Kj Er’)-summable in 
direction d, iff the formal series &,(u) = C,” frL rk7’/m(n) is K-summable in direction d 
and its sum S”(ZL) (which is bounded at the origin) satisfies S2. More generally, one can 
define ( K1, . . , K,)-summability in the same fashion, and we shall speak of this general 
definition as summability through iteration of moment methods. 
For real parameters kr > k2 > . . . > k, > 0 and directions Itr, . . , d, with 
let z = rexp(&), Ido - dr] 5 7r(2k1)-l. With Uj = C?Xp(i(dj - dj-1)). j = 1.. . ,(I, 
and aj = kj-I/kj: 2 5 j 5 q, let 
Kl(t) = k&’ t ICI-l exp(-(art)“‘), 
K,(t) = kja:’ t’~-’ Ccv,((ajt)lFJ)- 2 I .j I 9; 
(with C,(t) as in E6). Then one can check that ( KI1 . . , K,)-summability in direction 
da coincides with ( kI, . . , k,)-summability in the multi-direction (rlr , . . , drl) in the sense 
of Ecalle (see [Ba] for the detailed definition of multisummability). Using Corollary 3 of 
the previous section, we can reprove equivalence of Ecalle’s multisummability and the 
author’s summability through iterated Laplace integrals. 
We conclude with the following 
THEOREM 6. - For two weakly p-regular kernels K1 and Kz, let f(z) E C{Z}K,*l<a,rl. 
Then f(z) is (KI: K 2 )- summable in direction d, and the two sums agree. 
Proof - By assumption, for sufficiently large integer V, the function 
is analytic in D(R) U S(d, a) (f or sufficiently small R > 0: (Y > 0), and for every p < o: 
there exist constants c and co so that 
(observe that M(n, K1 * K2)lln, aside from constants, can be estimated from above and 
below by (J41(72PG(n)) ‘in, because of weak p-regularity). This shows 
mK2(t)g,(~t) dt 5 cot---- 
O” (CIUI)‘” ___ 
* Mlb)’ 
in S(4D)T 
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hence for z E S(d,/3), 1x1 sufficiently small, 
im KI(~) la K2(t) g&m) dt dz = Kl(z) K&‘.c)$ dt, 
which completes the proof. q 
Remark. - For weakly p-regular kernels K1, KP, every f(z) E C{Z}K~ ,d is also 
(K1, K2)-summable in direction d, and the sums agree. This, together with Theorem 6, is 
the generalization of the fact that Ecalle’s multisummability is stronger than Ic-summability, 
for every L > 0. 
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